Average Results
** Average results on every system or strategy of course will
vary depending on attention to detail and execution of the
system, stock selection for option plays, money management
position sizing market conditions. We have no access to net
trading results of customer’s trading unless volunteered, sent
to
us.
And customer’s results may be polluted by other
trading ideas, emotionalized concepts, lack of total
understanding of the system, lack of total accuracy of
execution of a system or strategy, lack of attention, lack of
execution and so on.
So we don’t have “average results” of
purchasers of our products there is no such thing and is not
applicable. And on top of that, we can not access people’s
broker accounts to see how they are really doing if they are
indeed trading our products or not or a mix of our products
and who knows what else.
We do not promise any future success whatsoever with our
products.
Any sort of expectancy of guarantees in the
marketplace is a mindset that most often leads to loss. Of
course we hope our products do extremely well into the long
distance future but we can’t “guarantee” you that and no one
can. Just like with any business venture, or anything in life,
there is no guarantee of future success. You are taking a
risk with everything you do in trading, business in general,
and in life.
Your performance will vary. Your performance will also
depended upon your accuracy in executing the trading system.
You could screw it up if you don’t learn the system or you
could simply screw it up!! (so learn the system well and
practice much!) You could net out profit, considerable profits
or you could lose your shirt and everything you have and go
bankrupt, have to move back with your parents and all sorts of
other potential problems and stresses that come from losing
all of your money… etc… That said we hope you can

systematically net out profits over time and compound those
profits onto extreme success! And we wish you the best into
the future!
** Results will vary from student to student depending on the
correct use of the system and the actual use of the system.
Many never use the system. Some never consistently apply the
system. Stock and options choice will vary in the results they
product. We can not promise you any future success since we
are dealing with price markets. Our, your best bet for success
is in taking a chance on a system that has performed well
consistently over time in the hopes that possibility and
probability that the systems performance, in combination with
your performance of that system will do well at the present
and into the future…. We make no promises or guarantees of
future performance whatsoever however good our trading systems
& strategies may be at the point in time of performance
results. Posted customer feed back was done voluntarily by
customer and we did not even ask. We appreciate all feed back
from our customers.
Note: typical results or average results will range from lost
money for those who break rules and refuse to trade the system
correctly to zero for people who don’t take any action to some
of the customer examples as you see above and to results
customers have not told us about. Bottom line: this is
trading: you can’t ‘expect guaranteed results’ because that is
a losing mindset in trading and it doesn’t make any sense to
good trading. You get a system to increase your chance, your
probability, your potential for success. The only way you
could ‘guaranteed make money’ like past results is to have a
crystal ball – the pursuit of which, searching for a crystal
ball is a ever losing adventure. Trade right. Trade smart and
maybe you could have great success too!
**** Any student testimonials were submitted by customer by
their own inspiration and did not receive any compensation or
their testimony, success story, review or feedback. Posted for

encouragement. Your results may vary worse or better.
Every effort has been made to accurately represent our product
and it’s potential. Any claims made of actual earnings or
examples of actual results made by us can be verified upon
request although with the student who sends us any report of
their success verification of their statements would have to
be done with them since we don’t have access to their
brokerage accounts. The testimonials and examples used are
exceptional results, don’t apply to the average purchaser and
are not intended to represent or guarantee that anyone will
achieve the same or similar results. Each individual’s success
depends on his or her background, dedication, desire and
motivation. As with any business endeavor, there is an
inherent risk of loss of capital and there is no guarantee
that you will earn any money.

